
Frame and Large Cover for One2Five System
Product # 5219100

Interior Dimensions Required - Width 22 1/8 in*

DESCRIPTION
If you're looking to match your cabinet interiors, One2Five is the solution! Your drawers
can be transformed into functional wastebins.

ADVANTAGES AND BENEFITS
- One2Five is designed to convert a drawer into a recycling center. - 4 different bin
sizes of 8 l, 17 l, 26 l and 32 l offer plenty of flexibility for various configurations, as well
as different applications: not just recycling, but storage (holding pet food, for example).
- For installation with Blum Tandembox or Intivo, 500 mm (19-11/16"). - Suspension
frame available for 16 mm (5/8") or 19 mm (3/4") side gable thicknesses. - Large lid
included with the frame that covers the entire cabinet width, keeping odors from
escaping and providing extra space for paper recycling. - Some individual lids offer
even more functions, such as the dustpan and filter lids. - Contemporary kitchens are
featuring more and more drawers, and One2Five is the perfect response to this trend. -
Easy to install.

REQUIRED PRODUCTS

Requires the following products
 

 

 

Bins for One2Five Systems

AND

Filler for One2XL
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https://www.richelieu.com/us/en/category/kitchen-and-bathroom-accessories/kitchen/wastebins-and-recycling-centers/individual-bins/bins-for-one2five-systems/1169939
https://www.richelieu.com/us/en/category/kitchen-and-bathroom-accessories/kitchen/wastebins-and-recycling-centers/individual-bins/bins-for-one2five-systems/1169939
https://www.richelieu.com/us/en/category/kitchen-and-bathroom-accessories/kitchen/wastebins-and-recycling-centers/components/filler-for-one2xl/1187454
https://www.richelieu.com/us/en/category/kitchen-and-bathroom-accessories/kitchen/wastebins-and-recycling-centers/components/filler-for-one2xl/1187454


TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Product # 5219100

Solutions Wastebins and Recycling Centers

Area of Activity Cleaning, Preparation

Disclaimer

Measures shown with an asterisk (*) have been converted as per your preference. These are not the official measures. To view the
measures specified by the manufacturer, click here.

INCLUDED PRODUCT(S)
- One cover works for the entire system and mounts to the interior sides of the cabinet. - Drop-in frame for 500 mm Blum Tandembox or
Intivo drawers.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Please consult our product data sheet to learn about different possible configurations.

PRODUCT PHOTOS
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